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GaAs-class strained superlattice (SSL) photocathodes can provide electron beams
with electron spin polarization (ESP) exceeding the theoretical maximum 50% of
bulk GaAs. In this paper, we describe the evaluation of a SSL structure composed of
GaAsSb/AlGaAs and grown on a GaAs substrate. Theoretical analysis and numerical
calculations show GaAsSb/AlGaAs SSL structures have the largest heavy-hole and
light-hole energy splitting of all existing GaAs-class SSL structures, which should
lead to the highest initial ESP. Five GaAsSb/AlGaAs SSL photocathode samples
with different constituent species concentrations, number of layer pairs, and layer
thicknesses were fabricated and evaluated. The highest ESP was ∼77% obtained
from a photocathode based on the GaAsSb0.15 /Al0.38 GaAs (1.55/4.1 nm ×15 layer
pairs) SSL structure. © 2018 Author(s). All article content, except where otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5040593

I. INTRODUCTION

Spin-polarized electron sources are required for high energy and nuclear physics research, including the study of nuclear structure, the dynamics of strong interactions and electro-weak nuclear
physics.1 Early polarized electron sources relied on bulk GaAs, which can provide high photoelectron yield, or quantum efficiency (QE), but spin polarization cannot exceed 50% because of the
degeneracy between heavy-hole (hh) and light-hole (lh) valence energy bands.2,3 Strained GaAs
can provide higher spin polarization because the strain eliminates the degeneracy of the valence
band4 but the strain can only be maintained in thin layers resulting in low QE. To prevent strain
relaxation and to increase QE, strained superlattice (SSL) structures consisting of thin quantum
well layers and alternating barrier layers were developed.5 High polarization photocathodes based
on AlGaAs/GaAs,6 InGaAs/GaAs,7 GaAs/GaAsP,8 AlInGaAs/GaAsP,9 InGaAs/AlGaAs,10 AlInGaAs/AlGaAs11 SSL structures have been reported in literature. To date, the highest ESP has been
obtained from GaAs/GaAsP and AlInGaAs/AlGaAs SSL structures.11,12
Besides identifying photocathodes that provide high ESP, many polarized electron-beam science initiatives require high QE and long photogun operating lifetime. It is well known that GaAs
photocathodes are very sensitive to ion bombardment, the process whereby residual gas in the high
voltage chamber is ionized by the electron beam. The positive ions created by the electron beam
are accelerated toward the photocathode that is biased at negative high voltage. The ions can sputter
away the chemical layer used to create the necessary negative electron affinity condition, or they
are implanted producing interstitial defects or vacancies in the crystal structure which reduce the
a
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electron diffusion length.13 In a previous study,14,15 a GaAs/GaAsP SSL photocathode was grown
atop a distributed Bragg reflector (DBR) structure which served to enhance the absorption of incident
laser light, with QE increased by a factor of seven. Although still sensitive to ion bombardment, such
a QE enhancement significantly prolongs the operating lifetime of the photocathode, making it easier
to sustain beam delivery at a particular beam current for a longer period of time.
In this study, we sought to develop a high-polarization photocathode with high ESP and QE, and
also with increased robustness to withstand operation in the electron gun. Using theoretical design
principles, strained GaAsSb/AlGaAs SSL structures were developed anticipating higher ESP compared to other structures as a result of larger valence band offset between the quantum well and
barrier layers (i.e., the relative alignment of the discontinuous energy bands between layer pairs). For
example, the valence band offset is as much as 0.407 eV for the GaAsSb0.15 /Al0.38 GaAs heterostructure, while it is only 0.155 eV for GaAs/GaAsP0.33 .16 Furthermore, antimonides have the smallest
effective mass for holes among all the III-V materials including arsenides, phosphides, antimonides
and nitrides. The large valence band offset and small hole effective mass will produce large hh-lh
energy splitting (∆E hh−lh ), resulting in high initial ESP and a broader high-polarization window (i.e.,
the range of illumination wavelengths that provide high ESP).
The GaAsSb/AlGaAs SSL can be grown directly on GaAs substrates (with an epitaxially grown
GaAs buffer layer) and there will be no strain relaxation in AlGaAs layers because of the near perfect lattice match between AlGaAs and GaAs. Unlike the GaAs/GaAsP SSL which requires a strain
relaxed GaAsP layer, no strained material layer will be introduced before growing GaAsSb/AlGaAs
SSL structures, resulting in much better material quality with lower defect density which should lead
to higher QE. Additionally, GaAsSb/AlGaAs SSL will be more cost-effective than GaAs/GaAsP
SSL due to the absence of the thick graded GaAsP buffer. Moreover, GaAsSb, especially highlystrained GaAsSb, has higher electron mobility than GaAs and smaller effective electron mass,
which favors faster electron transport, thus reducing the probability of spin relaxation. Here, five
GaAsSb/AlGaAs SSL photocathode samples with different alloy compositions, number of layer
pairs, and layer thickness were manufactured and evaluated using a retarding-field Mott polarimeter.

II. THEORY

A schematic of the GaAsSbx /Aly GaAs SSL photocathode evaluated in this study is shown in
Table I. The SSL layers were grown between a spacer layer of Aly GaAs and a heavily-doped GaAs cap
layer. The heavily doped cap layer enhances the negative electron affinity (NEA) surface condition to
improve the electron escape probability and minimize the phenomenon known as surface charge limit
that restricts the maximum charge that can be extracted from a photocathode.17,18 The SSL layers
have low doping in order to increase electron mobility and reduce depolarization due to scattering.
The GaAsSbx layers are quantum-well layers and the Aly GaAs layers are barrier layers. This structure
provides a compressive biaxial strain induced in the GaAsSbx layers to alter the energy band structure
of the photocathode, to eliminate the degeneracy of the valence band.
A k · p model based on the Luttinger-Kohn Hamiltonian that takes into account strain effects (also
called Pikus-Bir Hamiltonian19 ) was used to estimate the band structure of the SSL photocathodes.20
This Hamiltonian can be described by a 4 × 4 matrix, which takes into account the heavy-hole and
light-hole bands.21 Using a unitary transformation, the 4 × 4 Hamiltonian can be block diagonalized
into two 2 × 2 Hamiltonians.22 For a quantum-well without strain, where the structure is symmetric,
TABLE I. The schematic of the GaAsSbx /Aly GaAs SSL photocathode.
Layer
GaAs
GaAsSbx /Aly GaAs
Aly GaAs
GaAs buffer

Thickness (nm)
5
∼100
250
200
GaAs substrate (p > 5 × 1017 cm 3 )

Doping density (cm 3 )
5 × 1019
5 × 1017
5 × 1018
7 × 1018
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FIG. 1. The calculated flat-band structure of a GaAsSb0.147 /Al0.38 GaAs (1.2/2.4 nm ×10 layer pairs) SSL photocathode,
including the band energy of conduction band (CB), heavy-hole band (HH), light-hole band (LH) and split-off band (SO). The
SSL bandgap (E g ) is 1.602 eV, and the hh-lh energy splitting (∆E hh−lh ) is 131.7 meV.

the solutions for both Hamiltonians are degenerate, thus only one 2 × 2 matrix must be solved to
find the band energy. For a quantum-well with strain, where the structure does not have inversion
symmetry, the upper and lower Hamiltonians are decoupled, and thus both the upper and lower
Hamiltonians are required and the 2 × 2 matrix for each block of the Hamiltonian must be solved.
For a GaAsSb0.147 /Al0.38 GaAs SSL structure, the estimated flat-band structure is shown in
Figure 1. For this figure, the spacer layer was Al0.38 GaAs. The compressive strain within the quantum well layers shifts the heavy-hole band above the light-hole band providing an energy splitting of
131.7 meV. At the photocathode surface, and at the spacer layer, bands are bent at the interface between
layers where dopant concentrations are different. The bandgap of the GaAsSb0.147 /Al0.38 GaAs SSL
at k = 0 (Γ point) was 1.602 eV, corresponding to a maximum ESP at a laser illumination wavelength
of 774 nm, which is easily accessible using frequency-doubled telecommunications diode lasers like
those used at Jefferson Lab for nuclear physics research.23
As mentioned above, the GaAsSb/AlGaAs SSL structures can produce large hh-lh energy splitting because of the large valence band offset and small hole effective mass. The hh-lh energy splitting
for different existing GaAs-class SSL structures5–11,24,25 are shown in Table II. From this table,
one can see that the GaAsSb/AlGaAs SSL structures exhibit the largest hh-lh energy splitting,
which should lead to highest initial spin polarization and broadest high-polarization wavelength
window.
The bandgap and hh-lh energy splitting of the GaAsSbx /Aly GaAs SSL photocathode can be
tuned to specific values by adjusting the fraction (x) of Sb in GaAsSbx layers and the fraction (y)
of Al in the Aly GaAs layers, as shown in Figure 2. The red lines show the change in the bandgap
and hh-lh energy splitting as a function of Sb fraction for a fixed Al fraction (y = 0.38). The blue
lines show the change in bandgap and energy splitting as a function of Al fraction for a fixed Sb
TABLE II. The hh-lh energy splitting (∆E hh
SSL structure
GaAsSb/AlGaAs
AlGaAs/GaAs5,6
GaAs/GaAsP8,10,24
In0.15 GaAs/GaAs7
InGaAs/AlGaAs10
AlInGaAs/GaAs25
AlInGaAs/GaAsP9
AlInGaAs/AlGaAs11

lh )

for different SSL structures.
∆E hh

lh

(meV )

101-155
20-44
35-89
70
80-104
59-79
27-44
61-87
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FIG. 2. (top) The bandgap (E g ) and (bottom) hh-lh energy splitting (∆E hh−lh ) of GaAsSbx /Aly GaAs (1.2/2.4 nm ×10 layer
pairs) SSL as function of Sb fraction (x) in the GaAsSbx layers (red line, y=0.38) and the Al fraction in Aly GaAs layers (blue
line, x=0.15).

fraction (x = 0.15). The fraction of Sb in GaAsSbx layers has a strong effect on the bandgap and
hh-lh energy splitting. Increasing the fraction of Sb reduces the bandgap and significantly increases
the hh-lh energy splitting. However, the Al fraction has only a weak effect on the bandgap and energy
splitting. For an Al fraction greater than 0.33, the bandgap energy is nearly constant. The hh-lh energy
splitting has only a very weak dependence on Al fraction.

III. EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS

All of the photocathodes were grown in a solid-source molecular beam epitaxy (SSMBE) system
equipped with antimony (Sb) and arsenic (As) crackers. First, a 200 nm Be-doped (7 × 1018 cm−3 )
GaAs buffer layer was deposited onto a p-type GaAs substrate (doping density > 5 × 1017 cm−3 ).
Then a 250 nm Be-doped (5 × 1018 cm−3 ) Aly GaAs layer was grown upon the buffer to produce a
strain-relaxed layer compatible with the p-type (5 × 1017 cm−3 ) SSL. The GaAsSbx /Aly GaAs SSL
was then fabricated, with up to 30 layer pairs. Next, a 5 nm highly p-doped (5 × 1019 cm−3 ) GaAs
layer was grown, to improve the electron escape probability and reduce the likelihood of surface
charge limit. Finally, the surface of the photocathode was covered with an arsenic cap layer, to
preserve photocathode cleanliness during handling. Five photocathode samples were manufactured
with varying alloy compositions, number of layer pairs, and layer thicknesses of the SSL structure.
The parameters of each sample are shown in Table III.
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TABLE III. The maximum ESP measured at any wavelength λ with corresponding QE for five photocathode samples, together
with the SSL structure parameters and calculated values of bandgap E g and hh-lh energy splitting ∆E hh lh .
Sample
1
2
3
4
5

Parameters of SSL

E g (eV )

GaAsSb0.173 /Al0.4 GaAs (1.2/4 nm ×20 layer pairs)
GaAsSb0.165 /Al0.4 GaAs (1.2/4 nm ×20 layer pairs)
GaAsSb0.15 /Al0.38 GaAs (1.55/4.1 nm ×15 layer pairs)
GaAsSb0.147 /Al0.38 GaAs (1.2/2.4 nm ×30 layer pairs)
GaAsSb0.115 /Al0.38 GaAs (1.2/2.4 nm ×30 layer pairs)

1.572
1.581
1.599
1.602
1.638

∆E hh

lh

(meV )

155.3
148.6
134.3
131.7
101

Max ESP at λ

QE(%)

73.1% at 790 nm
73.9% at 780 nm
76.7% at 795 nm
74.8% at 780 nm
75.6% at 750 nm

0.041
0.27
0.33
0.62
0.46

Photocathode samples were evaluated using an ultra-high vacuum system that encompasses
an electron source chamber and low-voltage retarding-field Mott polarimeter.26 A schematic of the
experimental apparatus is shown in Figure 3. Photocathodes were attached to a sample holder and
introduced into the vacuum apparatus using a long bellows load-lock system. Before opening a
valve to the polarimeter, the sample and holder were baked under vacuum at 250◦ C for 12 hours
and then allowed to cool to room temperature, to achieve a typical vacuum pressure ∼ 10−11 Torr.
Following this, photocathode samples could then be moved into place within the polarimeter, where
the photocathode was heated to 480◦ C to remove the arsenic cap prior to activation at room temperature
with cesium and NF3 to create the NEA condition using the standard yo-yo activation procedure.27 The
cathode was illuminated using a broadly tunable super-continuum laser (NKT Photonics, SuperK)
that could provide milli-Watts of output power over the wavelength range 400 to 800 nm. Spin
polarized photoemission requires illumination with circularly polarized light, which was obtained
using a simple quarter-wave retardation plate following a linear polarizer. The orientation of the spin
direction could be flipped 180◦ using an insertable half-wave retardation plate.
To deliver an electron beam to the Mott scattering target, the photocathode sample (element a
in Figure 3) was biased at -268 V using a battery bias box, and the photocurrent was monitored
with a picoammeter. The longitudinally polarized electron beam was bent 90◦ by an electrostatic
bend (elements b and c), forming a transversely polarized electron beam required by Mott scattering

FIG. 3. Schematic of the experimental apparatus, with electron source chamber, transport lenses (d-g) and low-voltage retarding field Mott Polarimeter. The spin direction of the photoemitted electrons is parallel to the direction of motion at the
photocathode. A deflector element (b, c) directs the beam to the Mott target and also rotates the spin direction 90◦ , which is a
requirement for Mott scattering polarimetry. The voltage applied to elements (b-g) can be adjusted to optimize the transmission
of electrons to the target.
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FIG. 4. The Quantum Efficiency and ESP for sample 4: GaAsSb0.147 /Al0.38 GaAs (1.2/2.4 nm ×30 layer pairs) as a function
of wavelength. Error bars are statistical.

polarimetry. The transversely polarized electron beam was focused and steered to the thick gold target
within the Mott polarimeter using a split lens (elements f and e), two cylindrical lenses (elements d
and g) and three tube lenses. Only a portion of the electron beam reaches the Mott scattering target.
Adjusting the voltage applied to the transport lenses helped to obtain the best transmission necessary
for efficient data collection and analysis. The Mott polarimeter accelerates the electron beam to
20 kV between the inner and outer hemispheres (elements i and j), scatters the electrons at 20 kV,
then decelerates the scattered electrons back to the transport energy of 268 eV before the asymmetry
between right and left scattering is detected in two channel electron multipliers.
The measured values of QE and ESP are shown in Table III for the five GaAsSb/AlGaAs
SSL photocathode samples, together with the SSL structure parameters and calculated values of
bandgap and hh-lh energy splitting. All the samples have calculated hh-lh energy splitting greater
than 100 meV and bandgap near 1.6 eV. For three of the five samples, the maximum ESP was
obtained at laser wavelengths significantly different from their design value of 780 nm. Sample No. 4
(GaAsSb0.147 /Al0.38 GaAs (1.2/2.4 nm ×30 layer pairs) SSL photocathode) provided the best results,
exhibiting the highest ESP of 74.8% and QE of 0.62% at ∼780 nm. The QE and ESP for this sample
are shown in Figure 4 as a function of illumination wavelength. The QE spectrum does not indicate
the characteristic step variation typically observed for GaAs/GaAsP SSL photocathodes8 associated
with distinct transitions to the conduction band from the heavy hole and light hole bands. The reason of this will be discussed in the next section. All of the photocathode samples provided similar
maximum ESP values but with lower QE.
IV. DISCUSSION

As illustrated in Section II, alloy composition and layer thickness of the quantum well and barrier
layers in the SSL structure determine the energy band structure of the photocathode, which in turn
determines the QE and ESP obtained from the photocathode. The Sb fraction in GaAsSbx quantum
well layers has a strong effect on the bandgap which determines the wavelength (or photon energy)
corresponding to the maximum ESP of photocathode, and the hh-lh energy splitting that influences
value of maximum ESP. In contrast, the Al fraction in Aly GaAs barrier layers has only a slight effect
on the bandgap and hh-lh energy splitting.
Theoretical analysis and numerical calculations were presented that predict the GaAsSb/AlGaAs
SSL structure to have the largest hh-lh energy splitting of all existing GaAs-class SSL structures and
therefore suggests the GaAsSb/AlGaAs SSL photocathode will provide very high ESP. For example,
the hh-lh energy splitting can be as high as 131.7 meV for the GaAsSb0.147 /Al0.38 GaAs SSL structure,
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FIG. 5. The heavy-hole and light-hole band distribution of SSL structures. (a) Ideal condition: the SSL strain is large enough
and the bandwidths (λ) of heavy-hole and light-hole are small, so that the heavy-hole and light-hole are completely separated;
(b) Non-ideal condition: the SSL strain is not large enough and the band widths of heavy-hole and light-hole are large, so that
heavy-hole and light-hole energy bands are mixed.

compared to 89 meV of widely used GaAs/GaAsP SSL photocathode8 which provides ESP ∼86% and
QE ∼1%. But despite these optimistic predictions, the GaAsSb/AlGaAs SSL photocathode samples
described here provided only ∼75% ESP and QE < 1%. There are some likely explanations for these
results.
The bandwidths of the heavy-hole and light-hole bands (λ hh and λ lh ) were not considered in
the band structure calculation. When the heavy-hole and light-hole bands of the SSL structure are
completely separated, as shown in Figure 5(a), the initial ESP would be 100%. However, lower ESP
will be observed if the heavy-hole and light-hole bands are not completely separated, as shown in
Figure 5(b). The strained quantum-well layer for a GaAs/GaAsP SSL is GaAs, whereas the strained
quantum-well layer for a GaAsSb/AlGaAs SSL is GaAsSb. We speculate that the bandwidths of the
heavy-hole and light-hole bands of the GaAsSb/AlGaAs SSL were larger than expected and more
like that shown in Figure 5(b). So, although the hh-lh energy splitting of the GaAsSb/AlGaAs SSL
was larger than that of the GaAs/GaAsP SSL, there was incomplete separation of the heavy-hole
and light-hole bands, resulting in relatively low ESP. This can also explain why the QE spectrum
of the GaAsSb/AlGaAs SSL photocathodes did not exhibit the characteristic step variation corresponding to the distinct excitation transitions from heavy-hole and light-hole bands to the conduction
band.
Another possible explanation for low ESP and QE relates to sample fabrication. Our fabrication
technology for strained GaAsSb/AlGaAs SSL structures is not very mature, causing insufficient
control of some parameters, such as the alloy composition and layer thickness. The band structure
of a SSL structure is very sensitive to these parameters, especially the fraction of Sb in the GaAsSb
layers.
Furthermore, the model could be enhanced to include potentially significant effects that might
explain lower than expected ESP and QE, such as the impact of hh-lh mixing. Similarly, the role
of spin-exchange interaction on the hole states should be considered for thin superlattice layers,
which can be obtained by multi-particle calculations.28 The influence of spin relaxation could be an
important consideration, especially for highly doped semiconductor layers that might even become
degenerate in the conduction band.29 Finally, the effect of the piezoelectric effect applied to the highly
doped superlattice layers should be considered, which could influence the electron and hole charge
distributions.30
Future work includes efforts to optimize the simulation and calculation methods to obtain more
detailed and accurate band structure predictions, so that a more accurate model exists to assist fabrication of the ideal photocathode. Fabrication techniques should be improved to achieve better QE
and ESP. And finally, the GaAsSb/AlGaAs SSL photocathode samples should be evaluated inside
a high voltage photogun, to experimentally evaluate the possible decrease in the sensitivity to ion
bombardment.
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